Probing the physical basis for trp repressor-operator recognition.
The bacterial repressor protein, trp repressor, is one of the best studied transcriptional regulatory proteins in terms of function, structure, dynamics and stability. Despite these significant advances, the structural and energetic basis for the specific recognition of its operator sites by trp repressor remains poorly understood. In fact, recognition in this system is controled by the binding of the co-repressor ligand, l-tryptophan, as well as by conformational and dynamic properties of the operator targets, DNA sequence-dependent control of the oligomerization properties of the repressor, water-mediated interactions, and specific interactions involving the peptide backbone and phosphate moieties. Moreover, only one direct contact between the protein and the DNA is evident from the crystallographically determined structure of the complex. In an attempt to better define how the various sequence elements in the operator target contribute to this complex control of affinity and cooperativity of trp repressor binding, we have studied the binding of trp repressor to a series of mutated operator targets using fluorescence anisotropy, which provides very high quality data allowing fairly precise estimations of the affinities involved. We conclude from these studies that even on very small (25 bp) targets, the repressor binds slightly cooperatively, populating a 2:1 dimer/DNA complex, and then at higher concentrations a third dimer is bound with significantly lower affinity, revealing an inherent asymmetry in the trpEDCBA-derived target. Investigation of the basis for the asymmetry implicates the identity of the second base in the so-called structural half-site GNACT, which apparently influences the switch between tandem and simple binding. Mutation of the C or the T bases in the structural half-site abolishes all specificity in binding, and alteration of the single direct contact, the G of the structural half-site, or the central TTAA significantly lowers the affinity of the dimer for its site, without modifying the apparent cooperativity. Finally, we note that the order of affinity is conserved in the absence of the co-repressor, and moreover, it is in all cases significantly higher than that observed for holo-repressor binding to non-specific DNA, indicating that one cannot simply equate apo-repressor and non-specific binding.